
 

 

 

 

A DATA AUGMENTATION METHOD BASED ON GENERATIVE 

ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS FOR GRAPE LEAF DISEASE IDENTIFICATION 

ABSTRACT 

The identification of grape leaf diseases based on deep learning is critical to 

controlling the spread of diseases and ensuring the healthy development of the grape 

industry. Focusing on the lack of training images of grape leaf diseases, this project 

proposes a novel model named Leaf GAN, which is based on generative adversarial 

networks (GANs), to generate images of four different grape leaf diseases for training 

identification models. A generator model with digressive channels is first designed to 

generate grape leaf disease images; then, the dense connectivity strategy and instance 

normalization are fused into an efficient discriminator to identify real and fake disease 

images by utilizing their excellent feature extraction capability on grape leaf lesions. 

Finally, the deep regret gradient penalty method is applied to stabilize the training 

process of the model. Using a total of 4,062 grape leaf disease images, the Leaf GAN 

model ultimately generates 8,124 grape leaf disease images. The generated grape leaf 

disease images based on Leaf GAN model can obtain better performance than DCGAN 

and WGAN in terms of the Fréchet inception distance. The experimental results show 

that the proposed Leaf GAN model generates sufficient grape leaf disease images with 

prominent lesions, providing a feasible solution for the data augmentation of grape leaf 

disease images. For the eight prevailing classification models with the expanded dataset, 

the identification performance based on CNNs indicated higher accuracies, whereby all 

the accuracies were better than those of the initial dataset with other data augmentation 

methods. Among them, Exception achieves a recognition accuracy of 98.70% on the 

testing set. The results demonstrate that the proposed data augmentation method 

represents a new approach to overcoming the over fitting problem in disease 



 

 

 

identification and can effectively improve the identification accuracy. This project is 

implemented with MATLAB software. 

 


